
INDOOR WOOD PANEL AND LOG SURFACES

PANEeliseinämaali
Beautiful and durable protection for  

wood panel and log surfaces



Beautiful and durable protection 
for panel and log walls BREATHABLE 

PANEELISEINÄMAALI is a breathable, water-borne paint for all wood wall 
surfaces indoors. It can be used to create a new look, even for darkened surfaces, 
quickly and easily. A stunning, silk-matt surface and wash resistance ensure a 
durable and stylish end result. 

PANEELISEINÄMAALI is easy to apply and evens out well. The surface dries 
quickly and can be repainted after three hours. The composition of the paint 
effectively prevents extracts in the wood from penetrating. PANEELISEINÄMAALI 
is superbly suited for use as a primer and a topcoat, so no separate knotting 
lacquer or primer is required. Suitable for use in dry areas as well as in washrooms 
and changing rooms, and holiday homes that are cold and humid during the 
winter. PANEELISEINÄMAALI can be tinted using all of the colours on the Indoor 
Painting colour chart. 

PREVENTS COLOUR BLEEDING 



How to paint a panel or log 
wall:

TIPS

1. Thoroughly clean all dust, grease and dirt from the surfaces. 
Remove any old paint that is flaking off the surface. Use RENSA 
SUPER Paint Cleaner to clean previously painted or varnished 
surfaces.

2. If necessary, use SILORA D Quick Filler to repair holes and 
scratches. Sand down any filled-in areas evenly. 

3. Thoroughly mix the paint. Apply a primer coat of undiluted 
PANEELISEINÄMAALI to untreated wood surfaces. No other 
primer or knotting lacquer is required. Use a synthetic fibre 
brush of the same width as the panel. Begin by delimiting the 
edges of the wall and the ceiling and floor boundaries. 

4. Apply one or two topcoats of PANEELISEINÄMAALI  to 
primed and previously treated surfaces. Coat the panels or logs 
one at a time using parallel strokes. 

5. Wash the painting tools, first using water. Then use 
a cleaning agent to ensure that the bristles remain soft. Finally, 
rinse with water.

6. Recycle all waste appropriately. When the packaging is 
empty and dry, it can be recycled. 

• If you are taking a break from painting, place your tools in 
a plastic bag and seal it so that it is air-tight. This will ensure 
that you do not need to wash the tools.

• Masking tape should be removed before the paint dries 
completely – this ensures that the tape does not take dried 
paint with it.

• Under normal conditions, the product forms a final film at 
3–4 weeks, when the surface attains its final hardness and 
durability. Before this, the coated surface should be handled 
with care.

Only two coats are 
necessary, and no 
separate primer is 

required! 

PANEEELISEINÄMAALI Paint for panel walls
Water-borne acrylic dispersion paint for wood surfaces. 
For priming and topcoating new and previously 
varnished or painted panel and timber walls indoors. 

Gloss group: 5, matt. Colour: PM1 (white) and PM3. Can 
be tinted using all of the colours on the indoor colour 
chart. Coverage: 10 m2/l. Package sizes: 2.7 l and 9 l. 
Low-emission. The product has been granted the best 
emission class (M1) for building materials.
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We make it durable

sales@teknos.fi
Tel: +358 9 506 091
www.teknos.fi

TEKNOS OY
Takkatie 3, PO Box 107
FI- 00371 HELSINKI

Teknos is a Finnish family company that was 
established in 1948. Its diverse product selection 
includes paints and surface treatment products for 
wood, mineral surfaces and metal, for both indoor and 
outdoor applications. 

Uncompromising product development, strong 
experience and continuous learning have made 
Teknos the leading expert in its field. Our high-quality 
products and useful tips are available to everyone who 
is looking for the best possible end-results. 


